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Abstract

In this paper we describe the search strategies developed for docking flexible molecules to macomolecular sites that
are incorporated into the widely distributed DOCK software, version 4.0. The search strategies include incremental
construction and random conformation search and utilize the existing Coulombic and Lennard-Jones grid-based
scoring function. The incremental construction strategy is tested with a panel of 15 crystallographic testcases,
created from 12 unique complexes whose ligands vary in size and flexibility. For all testcases, at least one docked
position is generated within 2 Å of the crystallographic position. For 7 of 15 testcases, the top scoring position is
also within 2 Å of the crystallographic position. The algorithm is fast enough to successfully dock a few testcases
within seconds and most within 100 s. The incremental construction and the random search strategy are evaluated
as database docking techniques with a database of 51 molecules docked to two of the crystallographic testcases.
Incremental construction outperforms random search and is fast enough to reliably rank the database of compounds
within 15 s per molecule on an SGI R10000 cpu.

Introduction

The computational study of molecular recognition is a
important component of structure-based drug design.
The molecular docking problem is generally cast as a
problem of finding the low-energy binding modes of
a small molecule, or ligand, within the active site of a
macromolecule, or receptor, whose structure is known.
Solving the docking problem computationally requires
an accurate representation of the molecular energetics
as well as an efficient algorithm to search the potential
binding modes.

Although computational algorithms have been de-
scribed for simultaneously searching the conformation
space of the receptor and one, or several ligands, such
as simulated annealing [1], evolutionary algorithms
[2–7], and other heuristic searches [8, 9], they are
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largely devoted to studies of individual ligands. Much
active research is still required for the development of
algorithms sufficiently fast to process large databases
of potential ligands. Initial attempts to perform this
task made the problem tractable by fixing the con-
formation of both the ligand and receptor [10, 11].
Recent development of database search algorithms has
sought to include limited treatment of molecular flexi-
bility for the receptor [12] and the ligand [13, 14, 19].
There has emerged a consensus on the efficient treat-
ment of ligand flexibility using the anchor and grow
– or incremental construction – technique for recon-
structing crystal complexes [15–18] and in addition for
processing small molecule databases [14, 19, 21].

The original DOCK algorithm addressed rigid
body docking using a geometric matching algorithm
to superimpose the ligand onto a negative image of
the binding pocket [10, 22]. Important features for
database processing [11] including force-field based
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the Anchor and Grow docking algorithm.

scoring [23] and on-the-fly optimization [24] were
introduced in earlier versions. The current release,
version 4.0, incorporates an improved matching algo-
rithm for rigid body docking [25] and an algorithm for
flexible ligand docking. It is the purpose of this paper
to evaluate the DOCK 4.0 algorithm’s treatment of lig-
and flexibility – incremental construction and random
search.

Incorporation of a new search algorithm into a
widely distributed scientific tool, such as DOCK,
places a unique constraint on the development process.
In addition to the issue of performance, we must also
address the issue of usability. The algorithm must
be intuitive and easy to control by the investigator.
This requires that the algorithm be constructed with
the following design goals: we maximize the con-
trol that the user has over the docking process using
adjustable, execution-time parameters; we simultane-
ously minimize the number of necessary parameters;
and we maximize the intuitive nature of the parame-
ters so that adjustments made to them have predictable
consequences.

In our evaluation of the algorithm we will consider
the speed and accuracy of the search technique. Like
previous authors, we will test how accurately it can
reconstruct crystal complexes. In addition, we will
examine the speed of the algorithm by monitoring con-
vergence with respect to increasing sampling. Finally,
we will examine the performance of the algorithm
when processing a test database of compounds.

Methods

Anchor and grow (incremental construction)

The anchor-and-grow docking procedure is illustrated
in Figure 1. In overview, a rigid portion of the ligand,
the anchor, is docked using a geometrical matching
procedure (step 1). The resulting anchor positions
are used to initialize a pruned conformation search
(steps 2 and 3). The conformation search is performed
breadth-first on each anchor position simultaneously,
with the most promising partially-built conformations
retained during each stage of the search. When com-
plete, each conformation is locally optimized (step 4)
to relieve any strain incorporated during the construc-
tion process. If additional portions of the ligand are
suitable as anchors, the process can be repeated (step
5).

Anchor selection

Prior to the first docking step, a preprocessing step is
performed to preorganize the ligand atoms into rigid
segments and to select the molecular anchor. The
preprocessing step is illustrated in Figure 2. All pre-
processing is performed at run-time and requires no
modification of the ligand database.

The detection of rotatable bonds (Figure 2A) is
performed in two phases. First, bonds contained in
molecular rings are isolated. Ring flexibility is not
considered directly in the algorithm presented here.
For molecules in which ring flexibility plays an im-
portant role, different ring conformations can be gen-
erated by other modeling programs and treated as
independent instances in the molecular database. In a
second step, non-ring bonds are compared to a library
of flexible bond definitions. Both the flexible bond def-
initions and the allowed torsion positions can be easily
modified by the user. Each rotatable bond is assigned
its allowed torsion positions which are also read in
from an editable text file. Bonds can be excluded from
rotation by flagging them in the molecule input file.

Based on the location of rotatable bonds, the mole-
cule is then divided into rigid, overlapping segments
(Figure 2B). The anchor segment is selected either by
the user or automatically from the set of rigid seg-
ments. Automatic selection is based on segment size.
If multiple anchors are desired, then all overlapping
segments that meet a size cutoff are selected. Oth-
erwise, the largest overlapping segment is selected.
If key functional group interactions must be satisfied
by the compound in order to bind, then the user may
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Figure 2. Atom Pre-organization and anchor selection.

override the automatic selection rules by defining the
anchor in the molecule input file.

The last step in preprocessing is organizing the
molecule atoms of the molecule into non-overlapping
segments arranged concentrically around the anchor
(Figure 2C). Each rotatable bond is assigned to a non-
anchor segment. The atom bordering each rotatable
bond is transferred to the inner segment, since it is
unaffected by rotation of the bond. The net result is
that each segment contains only the atoms directly af-
fected by rotation about its associated rotatable bond.
This process is repeated if multiple anchor segments
(see below) are used.

Anchor docking

The orientation search of the anchor segment provides
a rapid, preliminary search of binding modes (step 1
in Figure 1). In DOCK 4.0, the orientation search can
be performed using a variety of protocols. For most
applications, the best protocol is geometric matching,
in which a subset of ligand atoms are superposed onto
a subset of receptor site points providing each sub-
set contains equivalent internal distances [10, 22, 25].
Additional random search protocols are available [26].

In DOCK 4.0, the matching-based orientation
search can be run manually or automatically. When
matching is manual, the user specifies geometric pa-
rameters like the distance tolerance, and the program
builds all matches which fit the parameters. The
matches are used to build orientations. Valid orienta-
tions are those which survive the bump filter (No in
Figure 1). They are scored and minimized. With auto-
mated matching, the user specifies the number of valid
orientations (No) directly, and the program will per-
form nested cycles of matching, untilNo non-bumping
orientations have been formed.

The choice of whether to use automated match-
ing depends on the docking problem. Automated
matching is recommended for docking single ligands
because it provides easy and intuitive control of ori-
entation sampling. Manual matching is recommended
for docking a database of ligands, because it biases the
sampling towards molecules that contain more internal
distance similarity to the site points. Manual match-
ing is required when using other matching features
like chemical matching [27] and critical site point
matching [28].

Conformation search

As an overview, the conformation search (steps 3 and 4
in Figure 1) starts from the anchor positions generated
in the anchor docking step. The anchor positions are
pruned using an algorithm tuned to retain the best scor-
ing and the most different positions. This pruning is
repeated during each stage of the conformation search
(see below). Each cycle of the conformation search
involves adding a molecule segment to the current set
of partial binding configurations and sampling the ap-
propriate torsion positions of the intervening rotatable
bond. This leads to an expanded population of binding
configurations which is subsequently pruned based on
score and positional diversity.
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Conformation expansion
Segments are added to the current set of partial bind-
ing configurations in an orderly fashion, starting with
the innermost layer and proceeding outward. Multiple
copies are made, depending on the number of torsion
positions searched for the intervening bond. GivenNc
binding configurations in the current ensemble andNt
torsion positions for the current bond, thenNcNt new
configurations will be built in a cycle. The default
settings specify that two torsions are used for bonds
between two sp2 hybridized atoms, three torsions be-
tween two sp3 atoms, and six torsions between an sp2

and an sp3 atom.

Conformation optimization
The partial binding configurations can be locally opti-
mized at each step of construction in order to minimize
the sum of ligand intramolecular energy and ligand-
receptor intermolecular energy. If the newly added
bond is flagged in the definition file as optimizable
then the torsion angle for that bond is included in
a short process of energy minimization. The default
definition file specifies that bonds with double bond
character are sampled at 0 and 180 deg, but are not
allowed to move during energy minimization. Ad-
ditional bonds may be included from inner segment
layers to help prevent partial configurations from get-
ting trapped in dead-end constructions. The rotation
and translation of the anchor (and consequently the
entire configuration) may also be adjusted to relieve
strain. These minimization options are under user con-
trol. Although optimization is an expensive process, it
significantly reduces the amount of sampling required,
and actually improves the overall accuracy and speed.
In general, optimization of the torsion angles is recom-
mended, along with the anchor position and torsions
from two inner layers.

Configuration pruning
After expansion and minimization, the set of partial
binding configurations are pruned back down to an
approximately constant size,Nc. Pruning is necessary
to avoid the exponential growth of a systematic confor-
mation search. Binding positions are pruned according
to score and position so that both the best scoring and
most different binding positions are retained from each
cycle.

Pruning is performed top-down with a single pass
algorithm. All binding positions are ranked according
to score. The top-ranked position is set aside as the
reference position and all others are considered can-

didates for removal. The weighted root-mean-squared
distance (wRMSD) between the reference position,
xr , and each candidate,xc, is computed according to
Equation 1.

wRMSD=
Natoms∑
i=1

Li[(xci − xri )2+ (yci − yri )2+ (zci − zri )2]
Natoms∑
i=1

Li


1/2

(1)

whereLi is the layer to which atomi belongs. The
RMSD is weighted in this fashion to make it more
sensitive to the position of atoms in the outer layers
of segments. The outer segments are more important
because they have a greater influence over the position
of subsequently added segments.

Each candidate is then evaluated for removal based
on its rank and wRMSD using the inequality shown in
Equation 2. If the factor is greater than the value of the
configurations per cycle input parameter, the candidate
is removed. This factor favors low ranking configura-
tions as well as spatially different configurations. It is
important to maintain a heterogeneous population of
configurations to reduce the chance of getting trapped
in a local minima during the conformation search. The
next best scoring configuration which survives the first
pass of removal is then set aside and used as a refer-
ence configuration for the second round of pruning,
and so on. The time dependence of this algorithm is
less than quadratic with respect to the number of con-
figurations in the set. However, the time cost of this
step is small and generally insignificant compared to
the time cost of computing and optimizing the score
of each configuration.(

Rank of candidate

wRMSD

)
> configurations per cycle.

(2)

This pruning method attempts to balance the twin
goals of recovering the best scoring and the most
different binding configurations without introducing
additional user parameters. In practise, the number of
binding positions that are retained is up to a factor of
two greater thanconfigurations per cycle, and depends
on the size of the ligand and binding site.
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Final optimization

After all cycles of segment addition are complete,
the pruned set of complete binding configurations is
locally optimized once again (step 4 in Figure 1) to re-
lieve strain developed during the construction process.
The rotation, translation, and all appropriate torsions
are optimized using the energy minimization protocol
discussed below.

Time demand

The scoring and optimization steps of the calculation
tend to consume the majority of the cpu cycles, mak-
ing the time demand of the algorithm sensitive to the
number of times that score optimization is applied dur-
ing construction. For the typical run, in which score
optimization is applied to the positions of the initial
anchor fragment as well as the positions and torsions
of the partially-built configurations, the time demand
of the algorithm can be approximated by Equation 3.

Time= const. · N0+ const. ·Nc ·Nb · Nt (3)

With score optimization, the cost of the anchor
docking step tends to depend linearly on the num-
ber of positions searched,No. Likewise, the cost
of the conformation search tends to depend linearly
on the average number of pruned configurations,Nc,
the number of rotatable bonds,Nb, and the average
number of torsion positions per rotatable bond,Nt .

Random search

An alternative search technique was also developed,
in which multiple random conformations are docked
independently. This technique is much like the the
‘flexibase’ approach [13], in which the molecule data-
base is seeded with multiple conformations of each
molecule, and each conformation is docked indepen-
dently as a rigid molecule. DOCK can reproduce this
technique as a default if the flexible ligand option is
requested, but Anchor-First docking is not requested.
Multiple random conformations of each molecule are
constructed and docked sequentially. Sampling is con-
trolled by specifying the number of conformations per
molecule and the number of orientations per confor-
mation. The conformation search is actually controlled
in a novel way. In order to allow a more thorough
search of more flexible molecules, the number of con-
formations per rotatable bond is actually selected. This
way, a molecule with 4 rotatable bonds will be rep-
resented with 4N conformations and a molecule with

8 rotatable bonds with 8N conformations, and so on.
The complexity of the random search then grows lin-
early with the number of rotatable bonds, just like the
anchor and grow technique. The technique can also
be performed without conformation search, so that
each molecule is docked in its static conformation, but
with full torsion and position relaxation using simplex
optimization.

Scoring

With the anchor and grow strategy, the scoring func-
tion is used to guide intermediate stages of the search.
An increased burden is placed on the accuracy of the
scoring function, since entire modes of binding could
be missed because of mistakes in the calculated in-
teractions of a portion of the complex. In this work,
the existing molecular mechanical scoring function is
retained, but the importance of continued development
of more accurate scoring functions cannot be empha-
sized enough. The anchor and grow strategy constrains
the type of scoring function to be atom pairwise de-
composable since the interactions of a partially-built
molecule are evaluated.

Intermolecular terms
The intermolecular interaction of the small molecule
with the macromolecule is described with the non-
bonded terms of the AMBER molecular mechanic
potential [29] precomputed on a three-dimensional
grid [23]. In the current version of DOCK, the user can
select the following options: whether a united atom or
all-atom model is used, the exponents of the attrac-
tive and repulsive Lennard-Jones terms, and a function
representing the dielectric behavior [29]. During the
construction of flexible molecules, the interactions of
the partially built portions are approximated by leav-
ing the VDW terms and partial charges unperturbed.
Since functional groups are often split into different
segments, this approximation may cause short-term
inaccuracies, especially when dipole interactions like
hydrogen bonding are important. Some further study
in how to treat these interactions is warranted.

Intramolecular terms
Because of the conformational freedom given to flex-
ible molecules during construction, some treatment
of intramolecular energy is necessary. The chief con-
cern is to prevent internal clashes. To this end, the
non-bonded Lennard–Jones and Coulombic terms are
computed for interactions between atoms in different
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rigid segments. Atoms within a rigid segment are ex-
cluded, since their contribution is a constant. Since
only torsional degrees of freedom are explored, no
bond length or angle terms are included. As a first
level of approximation, bonds with a low barrier to
rotation are allowed to freely rotate without the eval-
uation of an explicit torsion potential. All other bonds
are prevented from free rotation. Speed is enhanced by
maintaining a record of the interactions of each seg-
ment with all internal segments to avoid recalculation
when no relative movement has occurred.

Optimization
The thoroughness of sampling is enhanced with on-
the-fly score optimization [24]. The optimization tech-
nique used in DOCK is the simplex method [30, 31].
During anchor docking, rigid body minimization is ap-
plied to each anchor orientation. Six simplex variables
are used for rotation and translation. The quaternion is
used to represent the rotation angles because of en-
hanced numerical stability [32]. Additional simplex
variables are used to represent rotatable bonds. When
torsions are included from multiple layers, movement
of the inner torsions causes greater perturbation than
movement of outer torsions. To compensate for this
distortion, the step size of an inner torsion is scaled
by the number of segment layers it is from the current
layer.

An important part of minimization is the criteria
for termination. The progress of minimization is mon-
itored by checking the difference in score of the best
scoring and worst scoring simplex vertex. When the
variation is within some tolerance, minimization ter-
minates. Simplex minimization can be vulnerable to
premature convergence. As a consequence, additional
cycles of minimization are launched if the current min-
imization has moved a specified distance in simplex
space. The vector distance of the simplex variables is
used. The vector is normalized with respect to the step
sizes of each simplex variable.

An important consequence of using a simplex min-
imizer is that the results of each run are dependent on
how the random number generator was seeded. In this
work, multiple runs are performed in which different
random number seeds are used. Results can be aver-
aged over the set of runs. Standard deviations can be
computed to assess stability and errors.

Evaluation techniques

Rebuilding X-ray complexes
The flexible docking algorithm is tested in several
ways. A set of high and medium resolution X-ray crys-
tal complexes is used to assess the accuracy and speed
of the algorithm. The complexes included in the study
are presented in Table 1. Since the binding position
and conformation of the ligand molecule is known, we
can test how well the docking algorithm reconstructs
the binding mode. This is a simpler problem than ab
initio docking, since the receptor conformation is not
searched. These testcases have been used to verify
other flexible docking methods [14, 17]. The portions
of the ligands selected as the anchor segment are con-
sistent with the selections used in the validation of
FlexX. The ligands in the set span a range of sizes and
flexibility, possessing from 2 to 13 rotatable bonds.

All testcases are prepared using a uniform proto-
col. The ligand and macromolecules are processed in
SYBYL to add hydrogens and load partial charges
(SYBYL Molecular Modeling System, Version 6.3,
Tripos Associates, Inc., St. Louis, MO). As described
in Meng et al. [23], AMBER united atom charges
are used for the macromolecule and Gasteiger-Marsili
charges are used for the ligand. Crystallographic wa-
ters are removed, except for a few testcases where key
active site waters are included. Table 2 lists the test-
cases for which special considerations of active site
modeling are made. Histidine residues are modeled
as fully protonated (HIP), except active site histidines
listed in Table 2 for which the protonation states can
be inferred from hydrogen bonding patterns. If metal
ions or cofactors are present, they are included in
the receptor model as fixed elements of the bind-
ing site with standard Van der Waals parameters and
Gasteiger-Marsili partial charges incorporating all for-
mal charges if present. The importance of including
the waters, ion and cofactors in the active site is as-
sessed for several testcases by repeating the docking
with and without the additional elements.

A molecular surface of the binding site is prepared
using MS from the MIDAS package [44], by including
only protein residues and modeled waters, ions and
cofactors within 8 Å of the ligand position. The DOCK
utility, SPHGEN, is used to compute site points [10].
The first cluster which overlapped the ligand is used.
SPHGEN can be used as ade novotool to identify
binding sites based on shape alone, but the quality of
such a prediction is not assessed here. A scoring grid is
then constructed to enclose all the site points plus an
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Table 1. X-ray crystal complexes used to evaluate docking algorithm.
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Table 1. Continued.
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Table 2. Specific modeling considerations of each test case

Testcase Protonation Metal Ions Waters/cofactors

state of active

site

histidinesa

121p Mg2+
1dwd His72= HID

1hpv WAT201 interacts

with ILE 50A and

ILE 50B

1ppc and 1pph His57= HID

1rnt His40= HIP

His92= HIE

1tmn His142= HID Zn2+
His146= HID

His231= HIP

2ctc His69= HIE Zn2+ WAT29 interacts

His196= HIE with zinc

3cpa His69= HIE Zn2+
His196= HIE

3dfr NADPH with

Gasteiger-Marsili

charges

aHID = delta nitrogen protonated; HIE= epsilon nitrogen protonated;
HIP= both imidazole nitrogens protonated leading to a full net charge on
residue.

extra 8 Å margin along each axis. These preparatory
calculations took less than an hour for each testcase.

Docking calculations are then carried out for each
testcase. Default values are selected for all input pa-
rameters except the main sampling parameters, which
are varied to explore the influence of sampling. Since
only a single ligand is docked at a time, automated
matching is used. Consequently, the chief input pa-
rameter controlling the anchor orientation search is
the number of anchor positions to explore. The main
parameter controlling the conformation search is the
number of configurations saved at each cycle of prun-
ing. These parameters are varied over range of two
orders of magnitude using the six settings listed in
Table 3. For each level of sampling, five runs are
performed using different random number seeds.

Database screening

An important application of DOCK is the screening of
a molecule database. For a flexible docking algorithm
to be appropriate to screen a large database, the time
spent processing each molecule must be on the order
of tens of seconds or less. Of course, the amount of

Table 3. Sampling conditions used to re-
build X-ray complex testcases.

Runsa Anchor Configurations

positions per cycle

1a–1e 10 1

2a–2e 30 3

3a–3e 100 10

4a–4e 300 30

5a–5e 600 60

6a–6e 1000 100

aFive duplicate runs were performed at
each sampling level, varying only the
number used to seed the random number
generater.

sampling is under direct user control, so sampling can
be made arbitrarily low in order to achieve sufficient
speed. The critical issue is how much sampling is re-
quired to get an accurate ranking of the database. The
quantitative measurement of screening accuracy and
its convergence is discussed below.

In this work, we use streptavidin (1stp) and dihy-
drofolate reductase (3dfr) as the test sites to which
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a set of 49 randomly selected molecules from the
Current Medicinal Chemicals (CMC) molecular data-
base (MDL Information Systems, San Leandro, CA)
are screened. The test database is seeded with biotin
and methotrexate so that at least one tight binding
molecule is included.

In order to put the performance of our flexible
docking algorithm in context, we will use two rea-
sonable alternative algorithms as controls. The first
control algorithm is a random search technique, in
which multiple random conformations are docked in-
dependently. DOCK can accomodate this technique if
the flexible ligands option is selected, but anchor-first
docking is not selected. The second control algorithm
is rigid docking, using the single molecule conforma-
tion present in the database. The conformations are
generated by CONCORD [45]. DOCK can accomo-
date this technique if the flexible ligands option is
not selected. Running DOCK in this fashion is much
like using DOCK3.0 or earlier, except that the new
matching algorithm is used [25].

To calculate the screening accuracy at a given level
of sampling, the molecule rankings must be compared
with an ideal or best possible ranking. Since we want
to isolate the performance of the sampling algorithm
from any errors in scoring, we cannot base the target
rankings on actual binding data. Instead, the target
ranking will be based on the best possible score for
each molecule at a very high level of sampling. In
practice, the best score for each molecule is deter-
mined by taking the best from all runs. In order to
compare the scores among different molecules, only
the score of the ligand:receptor interaction, or inter-
molecular term, will be used. This is based on the as-
sumption that the intramolecular terms for the docked
configuration after minimization are equivalent to the
same terms in the uncomplexed ensemble of configu-
rations. In addition, a 0.5 kcal/mol penalty is applied
per heavy atom to offset the tendency of the current
scoring function to favor larger molecules. Implemen-
tation of explicit desolvation terms into the scoring
function should also address this problem. Given the
rankings, the screening accuracy is computed accord-
ing to the weighted rank correlation (WRC) expressed
in Equation 4. This term is based on the Spearman
Rank Coefficient, but weighted to be more sensitive
to differences among high ranking members.

WRC=

N∑
i=1

1

xi
(xi − x) (yi − y)√√√√ N∑

i=1

1

xi
(xi − x)2

N∑
i=1

1

yi
(yi − y)2

=

N∑
i=1

1

xi
(xi − x) (yi − y)

N∑
i=1

1

xi
(xi − x)2

(4)

In this equation,xi is the rank of moleculei based
on its best score over all runs, andyi is the rank of
moleculei based on its score from a particular run.
The 1/xi term biases the contribution of the top-ranked
members. This bias is consistent with the notion that
database screening is used primarily to identify the top
scoring molecules, and any inaccuracies of molecules
lower on the list are of diminishing importance. WRC
varies from negative one for perfect anti-correlation to
positive one for perfect correlation.

Results

Rebuilding X-ray complexes

Docking accuracy
The accuracy of the docking algorithm was evalu-
ated with 12 crystallographic testcases. The results
of these dock runs are presented in Table 4. The tar-
get interaction score for each testcase was determined
by performing energy minimization directly on the
crystallographic complex, allowing the ligand posi-
tion and conformation to be adjusted according to the
simplex method. Five independent minimization runs
were performed for each complex. The best minimized
scores are presented in Table 4A, along with a RMS
distance from the original crystallographic position.
The values of energy score vary from−33 kcal/mol
(3cpa+ zinc) to−-132 kcal/mol (121 p). The large,
negative score of 121p results from the presence of
four negative formal charges on the triphosphate lig-
and. The interaction energy of biotin with streptavidin
(1stp),−34 kcal/mol, is less favorable by compari-
son to the other complexes, which is inconsistent with
measured affinity actually being greater. The inter-
action energy is inconsistent with the actual binding
free energy because many complexation and entropy
terms are ignored, including desolvation terms. The
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deficiencies of using the intermolecular molecular me-
chanics potential are well known [13, 23, 47, 48]. The
purpose of this work is not to predict binding con-
stants, but to show that even with a minimal scoring
function, the docking search algorithm succeeds in
finding reasonable binding modes. The simplex opti-
mizer found locally minimum positions between 0.3
and 1.1 Ångstroms from the original crystallographic
position.

A summary of the best scoring dock positions is
presented in Table 4B. The RMSD of the top scoring
position is an important measure of accuracy. The rel-
ative positions of the top scorers with respect to the
crystallographic positions vary from 0.9 Å (3dfr) to
6.8 Å (1dwd) away. In 7 of the 15 testcases, the best
scoring docked positions are less than 2 Å away. Of
the 8 testcases docking farther than 2 Å, 6 had a score
more favorable than the corresponding minimization-
only score, which indicates that innaccuracies in the
scoring function are causing the deviations. With the
significant role of related potential functions in the
refinement of macromolecular structures, it might be
worthwhile exploring inconsistencies in scoring para-
digms. Of the remaining 2 testcases (1hpv and 1hpv
+ wat), the best scoring positions are greater than 2
Ångstroms away, with scores less favorable than the
minimization-only score, indicating that for these test-
cases, the search method is insufficient within the set-
tings tried here. The largest deviations in position oc-
curred with the trypsin and thrombin inhibitors (1dwc,
1dwd, 1ppc and 1pph) in which the guanidinyl and
benzamidinyl groups were docked correctly, but the
remainder of the ligands adopt non-crystallographic
positions.

Including crystallographic waters, ions and cofac-
tors had some effect on the top scoring positions but
was not a critical determinant. The inclusion of the
crystallographic water in the 1hpv structure had only a
small effect on the best scoring position (1 kcal/mol
and 0.1 Å). The presence of the zinc ion in the
3cpa structure caused the docking algorithm to select
a position 4.5 Å from the crystallographic position,
compared to 1.9 Å without the zinc ion, and prefering
it by 5 kcal/mol. The apparent cause of the movement
is that in the crystallographic mode, the carboxylate
of the dipeptide ligand interacts with an arginine side
chain, however, when the zinc ion is present, the scor-
ing function favors placing the carboxylate to interact
with the zinc ion. The presence of the NADH cofactor
in the 3dfr structure caused a 7 kcal/mol change in the

best score, but the position was the same distance from
the crystallographic position.

Each dock run produces a number of binding
positions beyond the top scoring position which ap-
proach even closer to the crystallographic position.
The RMSD of the closest approaching position is an-
other important measure of docking accuracy. These
positions are listed in Table 4C. The RMSD data reveal
that in all systems the ligand is positioned no closer
than 0.5 Å from the crystallographic position. In 13 of
15 cases, a position is found within 1.5 Å. In all cases,
a position is found within 2.0 Å. These closest posi-
tions are often ranked near to the top scoring position.
In 13 of 15 cases, the nearest position is ranked in the
top one-third of the positions generated for the given
run.

Docking speed
The results of the evaluation of docking speed are pre-
sented in Table 5 and Table 6. All timings are based
on a 150 Mhz R10000 Octane processor from Sili-
con Graphics. We have found this cpu to be up to
three-fold faster at docking calculations than the older
200 Mhz R4400 processor in the Indigo2 from Sili-
con Graphics. The fastest successful dock run for each
testcase is listed in Table 5, where success is defined
as at least one docked position within 2 Ångstroms of
the X-ray position. The fastest timings ranged from 1
second for 2ctc up to 600 s for 1dwc. The influence
of including cofactors in the active sites had interest-
ing effects on docking, speeding up 1hpv and 3dfr,
but slowing 3cpa. A stricter standard of success is
to assess sampling convergence, or when all the runs
for a given amount of sampling attain the 2 Å cutoff.
These data are presented in Table 6. The testcase for
which sampling converged the fastest was again 2ctc
which required 2 s. The most difficult testcases did not
converge within the standard range of sampling condi-
tions (100 configurations per cycle). Testcases 1dwc
and 1hpv require greater than 1000 s for converged
docking. The inclusion of cofactors made convergence
more difficult for 1hpv and 3cpa, and had no effect on
3dfr.

Case study

The docking results from one of the moderately diffi-
cult testcases, 1ppc, highlight the issues typically en-
countered with docking analysis. The Trypsin:NAPAP
complex contains a flexible ligand with 9 rotatable
bonds. Figure 3A shows the intermediate progress dur-
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Figure 3. Analysis of trypsin:NAPAP testcase (1ppc). A. Construction Progress. During each cycle of the conformation search, the population
of pruned conformations is surveyed and the member closest to the X-ray position is selected. The RMS distance of the closest member
from the X-ray position is plotted. The left-most data points (zero torsions) correspond to the anchor positions. The right-most data points (9
torsions) correspond to completely-built, docked conformations. The progress of five independent, high sampling (1000 anchor orientations,
100 conformations per cycle) runs is plotted. B. Scatter Plot of Docked versus Minimized Positions. The score of each docked position is plotted
against its RMS Distance from the X-ray position. For comparison, points describing the minimization of the X-ray position are shown in open
circles. C. Overlay of Docked Positions. The best-scoring docked position (black) and the nearest docked position (gray) are superimposed on
the X-ray position (white). Figure was generated with UCSF MidasPlus [44].
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Table 4. Accuracy of rebuilding X-ray complexes.

Testcase A. Minimize only B. Dock – best score C. Dock – best position

Scorea RMSDb Runc Score RMSD Run Score RMSD

121p −132 0.4 6e −130 1.9 6c −108 1.2

1dwc −51 0.4 5e −57 5.3 d 6b −47 1.9

1dwd −49 0.8 6a −55 6.8 d 4a −48 1.1

1hpv −59 0.6 6e −57 4.2 e 6c −37 1.4

1hpv+ wat −59 0.3 6c −58 4.1 e 3c −50 1.6

1ppc −53 0.3 4c −56 5.3d 3a −48 1.0

1pph −47 0.3 5e −51 2.9d 4b −50 0.8

1rnt −49 0.8 6c −54 1.4 5d −50 1.0

1stp −34 0.8 6a −38 1.0 5a −34 0.6

1tmn −66 0.3 6a −67 2.8 d 6c −55 0.5

2ctc −39 0.7 6d −41 1.3 6d −39 0.6

3cpa −42 0.8 6d −45 1.9 5c −41 0.8

3cpa+ zinc −33 1.1 6d −50 4.5 d 6a −42 1.3

3dfr −70 0.6 6b −74 0.9 6b −72 0.7

3dfr+ nad −73 0.4 6c −81 0.9 4d −79 0.7

aUnits of kcal/mol.
bRMS distance from X-ray position in Ångstroms.
cIdentifer of dock run. Sampling condition listed in Table 3.
dInconsistent docking because of innaccurate scoring function.
eInconsistent docking because of insufficient search.

Table 5. Sampling conditions for fastest run to find a
position within 2 Å RMSD from X-ray structure

Testcase Run Number of CPU Time

configurations (R10000

per cycle seconds)

121p 3e 10 70

1dwc 5a 60 600

1dwd 3e 10 80

1hpv 4c 30 300

1hpv + wat 3c 10 100

1ppc 2a 3 20

1pph 3d 10 50

1rnt 2c 3 10

1stp 2a 3 5

1tmn 3c 10 90

2ctc 1c 1 1

3cpa 1b 1 3

3cpa + zinc 3a 10 30

3dfr 2b 3 20

3dfr + nad 1a 1 10

Table 6. Sampling conditions for fastest runs find a position
within 2 Å RMSD from X-ray position

Testcase Set of Number of Average CPU

Runs Configurations Time (R10000

per Cycle Seconds)

121p 5 60 300

1dwc 6a 100a 1000a

1dwd 6 100 500

1hpv 6b 100b 1000b

1hpv+ wat 6c 100c 1000c

1ppc 5 60 300

1pph 6 100 300

1rnt 4 30 90

1stp 2 3 5

1tmn 5 60 600

2ctc 2 3 2

3cpa 2 3 9

3cpa+ zinc 4 30 70

3dfr 4 30 200

3dfr+ nad 4 30 200

a1 out of 5 runs meet 2 Ångstrom cutoff.
b4 out of 5 runs meet 2 Ångstrom cutoff.
c2 out of 5 runs meet 2 Ångstrom cutoff.
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Figure 4. Performance of screening against 1stp. A. Incremental construction. B. Dock multiple ligand conformations independently. C. Dock
CONCORD conformation. The rank accuracy (Equation 4) is computed as the weighted correlation of the single-run rankings compared to the
overall rankings. The weightings place greater emphasis on the relative positions of the top-scoring compounds.

Figure 5. Performance of screening against 3dfr. A. Incremental construction. B. Dock multiple ligand conformations independently. C. Dock
CONCORD conformation.

ing the docking calculation over a range of sampling
conditions. Each shaded area corresponds to the up-
per and lower RMS distance of the nearest position
from the X-ray position over the set of 5 runs for each
level of sampling. At the two lowest levels of sam-
pling, the docking calculation fails because the anchor
benzamidine segment is placed incorrectly. At higher
levels of sampling, the anchor segment and all outer
segments are placed correctly up through the last seg-
ment, which shows a step-wise increase in the total
RMS error from 1 to 2 Å. The scatter plot of docked
positions at high sampling, Figure 3B, shows a nar-
row cluster of dockings 1 Ångstrom from the X-ray
position with the same interaction scores as the mini-
mized X-ray scores. There is a broad, highly populated
cluster of positions from 3 Å to 10 Å from the X-
ray position with interaction scores more favorable
than the X-ray position. This phenomenon occurs on

occasion, indicating an error in the scoring function
which causes the docking calculation to favor an alter-
native binding mode, while simultaneously showing
the robustness of the search algorithm which main-
tains sufficient breadth to be able to reproduce the less
favored, but more accurate crystallographic position.
The key docked positions are depicted in Figure 3C,
showing that the 1 Å position is nearly exact except
for the placement of the sulfonamide and the flip-
ping of the naphthyl system, which are placed last
in the construction process. The top scoring position
positions the benzamidine segment correctly, but flips
the naphthyl sulfonamide portion with the piperidinyl
group, although managing to overlap much of the
same volume of the crystallographic position.
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Database screening

The convergence properties of screening a database
of molecules using different docking techniques are
studied. The first testcase studied is streptavidin (1stp).
The 51 molecules in the dataset (including biotin)
were docked and ranked with increasing levels of sam-
pling. The results are shown in Figure 4. At low levels
of sampling (5 to 10 s per molecule), all three methods
are equivalent in accuracy, although the single confor-
mation method produces more consistent results. At
higher sampling (15 to 30 s per molecule), the incre-
mental construction method shows clear superiority
(50 to 75% accuracy) compared to the independent
conformation method (0 to 50% accuracy) and the
single conformation method (30 to 35% accuracy).

The convergence properties of database screen-
ing were also evaluated for the dihydrofolate re-
ductase complex (3dfr) and are shown in Figure 5.
The 51 molecule dataset included the dhfr inhibitor
methotrexate. At low levels of sampling (3 to 10 s
per molecule) the single conformation method (72 to
77% accuracy) is marginally better than the incre-
mental construction method (45 to 85% accuracy) and
the multiple independent conformations method (45 to
75% accuracy). But at higher sampling (15 to 50 s per
molecule), the incremental construction method (75 to
90% accuracy) outperforms the other two which fail to
improve.

Since the docking algorithms appeared to have
more difficulty ranking the test dataset of molecules
for binding to streptavidin compared to dihydrofo-
late reductase, the testcases were studied further. The
distribution of scores for the dataset are shown in Fig-
ure 6. The interaction score of biotin with streptavidin
is among the best in the set. However, the interaction
score of methotrexate with dhfr is significantly differ-
ent from the other molecules in the set, causing the
apparent accuracy in screening to be inflated as a re-
sult. In fact, even when methotrexate is docked rigidly
using the non-crystallographic CONCORD conforma-
tion, its score is within the top 5 scores of the set of
molecules docked flexibly.

Discussion

Incremental construction is a best-first strategy which
traverses a small portion of the possible search space.
Given that the crystallographic position of a molecule
is at a global minimum of the binding site energy land-
scape, the incremental strategy works best when the

Figure 6. Distribution of database scores for 1stp and 3dfr. Asterisk
marks where natural ligand is located in distribution.

partially-built fragments of the molecule also occupy
energy minima (either local or global). An exhaustive
search of binding positions must search the 6 trans-
lational and rotational degrees of freedom, plus all
conformational degrees of freedom. The incremental
construction strategy must search the same 6 degrees
of rigid body freedom for the anchor segment, but uses
a linearly-constrained conformation search. For a typ-
ical molecule with 8 rotatable bonds and 3 low-energy
torsion positions per bond, the exhaustive conforma-
tional search requires 38, or 6561, evaluations. Using
a generous list length of 50, the incremental con-
struction strategy would require 3× 8× 25, or 600,
evaluations, which is a speed-up by a factor of 10.
For molecules in which the partially built fragments lie
near energy minima, the list length can be reduced fur-
ther. For more intractable problems, the incremental
list can be lengthened. Alternatively, a systematic con-
formation search can be coupled with rigid docking for
each conformation. Both techniques are available with
DOCK 4.0.

Considering the simplicity of the scoring function
that is currently implemented, the docking method is
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Table 7. Comparison of the accuracy of different docking methodsa

Testcase DOCK GOLD5,6,46 FlexX17 Wang, et. al.20 Makino et. al.19

121p 1.2/1.9 1.1/2.0 1.0/1.0

1dwc 1.9/5.3 1.2/2.7 1.2/1.2

1dwd 1.1/6.8 1.7/1.7 0.6/2.1 1.4/2.0

1hpv 1.4/4.2

1hpv+ wat 1.6/4.1

1ppc 1.0/5.3

1pph 0.8/2.9 n.a./1.9

1rnt 1.0/1.4 1.0/1.5 n.a./0.9

1stp 0.6/1.0 0.6/0.7 0.8/0.8 1.0/1.0 n.a./1.0

1tmn 0.5/2.8 1.5/1.7 0.9/0.9 1.7/1.9

2ctc 0.6/1.3 0.2/0.3 0.6/0.6

3cpa 0.8/1.9 0.9/1.5 1.1/3.1 0.6/0.6

3cpa+ zinc 1.3/4.5

3dfr 0.7/0.9 0.8/1.4b 0.9/1.3b 1.4/1.4b n.a./1.2b

3dfr+ nad 0.7/0.9

aPaired values for each method are reported, representing the RMS distances of the nearest
docked position and the best-scoring docked position from the X-ray crystallographic position
in Ångstroms. The testcases listed here for the alternative methods represent a subset of the
actual testcases reported.
bActual target 4dfr.

remarkably accurate at reconstructing the testcases.
The current scoring function neglects desolvation ef-
fects, which can dominate the prediction of the in-
teraction energy. Consequently, the magnitude of the
docking scores deviate from known binding energies
by an order of magnitude. However, the placement of
the ligand is less sensitive because of approximately
equivalent desolvation terms for the same ligand bind-
ing to different areas of the same binding site. It is
an important validation of the search algorithm that it
can perform well despite this deficiency. Further re-
finement of the scoring function will likely result in
increasing docking accuracy.

The accuracy of the dock results can be compared
directly with other methods for which the same test-
cases have been studied. Table 7 summarizes the RMS
distances of the docked positions for the method pre-
sented here and for four published methods, including
a genetic algorithm method (GOLD5,6) and three in-
cremental construction methods. The nearest docked
position generated by our method is equivalent to the
results of the other methods. The best scoring position
is occasionally less accurate than what is reported by
the other methods (1dwc, 1dwd and 1tmn). One source
for this inconsistency may be that some of the alter-
native methods use empirical scoring functions which
may be better tuned for – perhaps even trained on –

those particular testcases. A similar result would occur
if the other methods were not allowed to explore far
enough away from the X-ray position to uncover the
alternative binding positions seen here for 1dwc and
1dwd.

For a set of 15 complexes, the method is able to
generate a docked position within 2 Å of the crystallo-
graphic position for all the cases. Because of the small
set size, it is difficult to estimate the probability that
the method will be successful for an arbitrary test case.
Other workers have attempted to characterize such sta-
tistics by considering much larger test sets. The GOLD
method5,6,46 reports a docked position within 2.0 Å
for 80% of 99 testcases, while FlexX17 reports 69% of
200 testcases.

The speed of reconstructing the crystallographic
complexes is competitive with existing methods. The
fastest runs for each testcase were as short as a few
seconds, with most being less than 100 s with the
R10000 SGI cpu (about 300 R4000 seconds). These
timings are very competitive with previously reported
algorithms which for similar testcases required up to
400 R3000 cpu seconds [14], 180 R4000 cpu seconds
[17], 300 R4000 cpu seconds [19], and 2000 s [6].
The robustness of the search algorithm is confirmed
by monitoring sampling convergence. With approxi-
mately 5-fold more sampling than the fastest run, all
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runs consistently succeed at meeting the 2 Å cutoff.
We encourage other researchers in this field to con-
sider assessing the stability of their algorithms in a
similar way.

The analysis of three of the testcases demonstrates
the interplay of orientation and conformation sampling
in determining the success of the dock run. For smaller
ligands like biotin in 1stp, we observe a simple thresh-
old of orientation sampling that needs to be exceeded
before the docking is successful. For larger, more
flexible ligands like NAPAP in 1ppc or the protease
inhibitor in 1hpv, large increases in conformational
sampling lead to incremental improvements in dock-
ing. Despite problems with the scoring function, the
search algorithm can often recover binding modes near
the crystallographic position. Further refinement of the
scoring function should further improve sampling by
helping guide the search during intermediate stages of
construction.

The efficiency of the search algorithm is most crit-
ical when processing a large number of molecules.
The implications of our work with processing a test
database are that if very little time is allowed for
calculation (< 10 s per molecule), both single con-
former and flexible docking are competitive. In fact,
both methods should be used in parallel, and the re-
sults combined. DOCK version 4.0 supports all three
modes of docking studied here. If more cpu time is
available (> 15 s per molecule), then the incremen-
tal construction method is superior, and should either
be performed alone, or with a larger allocation of
computing resources.

Conclusion

The search algorithm presented here represents a con-
siderable advance in technology, by extending the
dock algorithm to the treatment of flexible molecules.
The method is suprisingly accurate considering the
simplicity of the scoring function currently imple-
mented. In addition, the software gives the user access
to straightforward sampling parameters, making it
well-suited for wide distribution within the modeling
community. Because the algorithm emphasizes speed
at only a modest cost to accuracy, it can be used to
screen a large database of molecules. Future work in
this area should focus on continued development of
more accurate scoring functions. The search algorithm
should also be extended to consider a limited search of

receptor site flexibility within the time constraints of a
database processing.

The algorithm is incorporated into the DOCK
suite of molecular modeling programs available from
UCSF. Please see the website for licensing informa-
tion (http://www.cmpharm.ucsf.edu/kuntz/dock.html).
All experiments reported here were performed with
version 4.0.1 of DOCK.
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